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Skolkovo

Ever noticed how many founders of leading Silicon Valley tech giants have Slavicsounding names? Russian programmers
are prized there, just as they are in Israel –
the “startup nation” that former Soviet scientists helped to build.
There has never been a shortage of
talented scientists in the country that put
the first man in space and that built entire
science cities designed to provide Soviet
scientists with everything they could need.
But following the collapse of the Soviet
Union, many highly skilled tech specialists
emigrated abroad, where it was easier for
them to make money from their ideas.
In 2010, Russia’s then-President, Dmitry
Medvedev, took measures to reverse this
brain drain and create the conditions
necessary for scientists to realize their potential at home, with the ultimate aim of
weaning the Russian economy off its dependence on energy exports and transforming it into a modern,
innovations-based system. A greenfield
site on the outskirts of Moscow covering
386 hectares was set aside for the construction through 2020 of a brand new,
state-of-the-art tech hub: the Skolkovo
innovation city.
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A NEW SCIENCE CITY
The city was conceived as an ecosystem
of innovators: somewhere where scientists
and entrepreneurs would not only work together, exchanging ideas and collaborating, but even live together: a modern
version of the Soviet-era science cities purpose built to provide scientists with the
best conditions possible for conducting
their research. With its own school, university and housing, Skolkovo is designed to
meet the needs of today’s tech visionaries,
as well as future generations. Eventually,
more than 30,000 people are expected to
work in the Skolkovo innovation city.
What was just a few years ago no more
than an artist’s impression of a fantasticallooking smart city of the future is now taking shape and racing toward completion
with every passing day. Skolkovo is now
home to more than 1,600 resident startups
working in areas related to IT,
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biomed, energy, space and nuclear technology. The Skolkovo Foundation exists to
support these startups in carrying out research and commercializing their ideas.
To obtain resident status, the companies
must be truly innovative and their projects
must be in potential demand on international markets – not just in Russia. The status gives them the right to apply for R&D
grants of up to $4 million, providing that the
startup manages to attract equal co-financing. Resident companies also enjoy
various tax breaks, including on customs
duty on importing scientific equipment
from abroad, as well as mentoring and
consulting services.

Skolkovo

TAX BENEFITS
Profit tax:

0%

Exemption
from Value
Added Tax

Property tax:

0%

Reimbursement
of customs
payments

SKOLKOVO INNOVATION
ECOSYSTEM
Total
revenue so far:

$2

Number of
companies:

1,642

Jobs
created:

21,800

Total
investments:

$500

Bln

M

Patents
obtained:

>1,100
The creation of the innovation city is overseen by Skolkovo Foundation president
Victor Vekselberg, a highly successful businessman with a science background.
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A STARTUP
ECOSYSTEM
The heart of Russia’s innovations hub is the
Technopark, a colossal new building designed to make doing business easier for
the startups by providing them with a range
of services, such as intellectual property
protection, patent filing and shared resource
centres, as well as office and lab space.
More than 17 percent of Russia’s international patent applications are filed by
Skolkovo resident companies.
To help inspire new generations of tech entrepreneurs, a new graduate research university was founded in the innovation city:
the Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology. Set up in partnership with Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
university has about 450 students, including
many foreign students (the working language at Skoltech is English). The university’s 10 centres for research, education and
innovation are devoted to areas including
space, energy systems, functional genomics, computational and data-intensive
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science, and photonics and quantum materials.
A state-of-the-art campus is under construction for Skoltech, which is currently
operating out of an existing building in
Skolkovo, and is due to be completed
by autumn 2017.

Skolkovo

INNOVATORS
OF THE FUTURE
Skoltech is not the only educational facility at
the Skolkovo innovation city. It is also home
to the Skolkovo International Gymnasium,
which educates children from the ages of
three to 18. The private school, which has a
focus on science and technology and languages, and plans to offer an International
Baccalaureate programme from 2017, is
open to the children of everyone whose
work is connected with the Skolkovo innovation city: entrepreneurs, foundation staff,
Skoltech professors, and staff at Skolkovo’s
partner companies. The school aims to foster a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship in its children, who study robotics from
the first grade, and take part in regular masterclasses and excursions around the cut-

ting-edge facilities located inside Skolkovo.
Like Skoltech, the gymnasium currently has
a temporary home inside Skolkovo while its
purpose-built facility is being completed. It is
due to be ready for the new school year in
autumn 2017.
There are 17 R&D centres operating at
Skolkovo, including labs belonging to
Microsoft, IBM, Intel, Cisco, Samsung, Johnson and Johnson, Siemens and many other
global leaders. In June 2016, the U.S.
aerospace giant Boeing opened a state-ofthe-art training and research centre where
simulators not only train pilots, but also use
big data to establish what potential mistakes
pilots could make, in order to eliminate
these risks and make flying even safer.
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HOME
OF SCIENCE
Skolkovo was conceived not just as a place
of work and study, but as a fully-fledged innovation city, and in January 2017, the first
residents moved into brand new housing
built inside Skolkovo and available for rent
for entrepreneurs, foundation staff, Skoltech
professors and anyone else working in the
innovation city.
The smart city’s pioneering residents cited
proximity to work and school, and
Skolkovo’s picturesque countryside setting
and innovative environment as factors that
prompted them to move there.
Sergey Dutov, who is responsible for
development and industrial partners within
the Skolkovo Foundation’s IT cluster, says he
was attracted by the idea of living among
people “on the same wavelength” as him.
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“Imagine: people who would normally
only encounter each other at specialist
conferences or in meeting rooms will now
meet each other on their morning run, as
they drop their kids off at kindergarten, at
school parents’ evenings, at the canteen or
cafe, or just bump into each other in the
hallways of the Technopark,” he says.
As you might expect, Skolkovo housing is
equipped with smart home technology
made by the innovation city’s resident startups, as well as by Panasonic, which has
its own R&D centre inside Skolkovo. Eventually, 19,000 people are expected to live
at Skolkovo.

Skolkovo

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
In partnership with Moscow city government, a Moscow International Medical
Cluster is also being built inside Skolkovo.
If currently, thousands of Russians seek
medical treatment abroad every year, this
state-of-the-art medical facility is designed
to offer the best medical care possible
closer to home, and will be operated in
partnership with leading foreign clinics.
As well as clinics equipped with cuttingedge technology where both foreign
and Russian doctors will

work, the cluster is due to host research
companies working on the development
and production of drugs and equipment.
The 15 clinics planned to occupy the
57-hectare site will specialise in areas
including cancer, cardiology, orthopedics,
trauma care and neurology.

“In seven to 10 years, a really good medical hub will appear here, hopefully one of
the biggest in Eastern Europe,” says Kirill
Kaem, a member of the Moscow International Medical Cluster supervisory council
and head of the Skolkovo Foundation’s
biomed cluster.

Skolkovo was created as an international
project and has forged strong ties with
many foreign partners, including China,
where Skolkovo has a representative office,
as well as with Israel and Cuba. Every
month, the innovation city welcomes foreign
delegations from all over the world, and
Skolkovo is an enthusiastic participant in international exhibitions and conferences.
More than 140 Skolkovo startups have already made sales on international markets.
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INNOVATION
IN THE REGIONS
Skolkovo may be located just outside
Moscow, but its scope of influence and mission to promote innovations within Russia
stretch far, far beyond the capital. Every
year, the Skolkovo Foundation organizes
the Startup Tour, in which representatives of
the foundation visit every federal region of
Russia looking for talented tech startups.
From the permafrost of Yakutsk and the
Siberian science hubs of Tomsk and
Novosibirsk to Khabarovsk on the Chinese

border and the southern republic of
Tatarstan, scientists and budding tech entrepreneurs are invited to two-day events at
which they have the chance to pitch their
startup ideas and projects to a panel of experts. The Startup Tour also goes beyond
Russia’s borders to select promising projects from neighbouring countries that have
included Belarus, Kazakhstan, Armenia and
Azerbaijan.
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“Skolkovo
isn’t just a territory,
it’s an ideology.”
Nobel laureate
Zhores Alferov

All those attending Startup Tour events can
attend training sessions and master classes
on how to turn their scientific knowledge
and ideas into a successful business, and
the projects selected as winners of the
pitching session are awarded tickets to
Skolkovo’s Startup Village.
The Startup Village is the Skolkovo innovation city’s biggest event of the year. For two
days every summer, the streets are packed
with entrepreneurs, investors, business angels, tech experts and journalists from all
over the world. Speakers from Silicon Valley
and tech industry experts from all over the
world address the crowds from stage and
matchmaking sessions are set up for startups and investors, and at the Startup
Bazaar, startups demonstrate their projects.
The outdoor event attracts about 20,000
people.
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SAVING LIVES
Some of Skolkovo’s most outstanding startups are those working in the sphere of
health care, whose projects could mean the difference between life and death.
Skolkovo’s biomed cluster fosters companies working in this sphere with the aim
of creating a healthier Russia.
clot breakdown medicines given to ischemic stroke patients should be administered within hours of the stroke to be
effective. Currently, suspected stroke patients undergo a brain CT scan or MRI to
confirm the diagnosis. Both these procedures can only be carried out at equipped
medical facilities. DRD’s express test gives
a result within minutes, based on a drop of
blood placed on the test.
DRD’s test is based on the study of neurotoxicity biomarkers located on cerebral
vessels, and works by detecting the NR2
antibody, an indicator of cerebrovascular
abnormalities (problems in the blood supply to the brain). The company already has
a working prototype that it developed with
the help of the first tranche of a two-year
grant from the Skolkovo Foundation totalling $1.5 million.
No less crucially, the test can also assess
the near-term risk of an ischemic stroke,

DRD BIOTECH has designed an
express test for determining in just a few
minutes whether a person has had an
ischemic stroke, the most common kind of
stroke (ischemic strokes account for 87
percent of all stroke cases, according to
the American Stroke Association). The innovative test can also determine whether a
person is at near-term risk of a stroke.
The test will be of crucial use for
paramedics and hospital staff, as blood
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which is caused by restricted blood flow in
the brain. Previously, it was believed that all
strokes occurred suddenly, but there are
processes in ischemic strokes that begin in
the brain many hours beforehand, says
Svetlana Dambinova, who supervised the
research on which the test is based, and
who has devoted her life to studying the
brain.
The tests could be given to high-risk patients such as elderly people with pre-existing conditions such as diabetes,
hypertension and heart disease for signs of
an impending stroke, and anti-stroke medication administered accordingly.
The test is expected to enter the Russian
market in two or three years’ time, priced at
about $20 per unit. DRD also plans to expand to foreign markets, and in the future,
plans to create a more complex test that
would not just diagnose a stroke, but other
conditions too.

Anzhey Zhimbiev,
CEO of
DRD Biotech:
“When a patient is found unconscious in the street, it could be
that they have suffered a head injury, or a stroke, or a heart attack.
The test will make it possible to reveal what is wrong with the patient
and which centre (trauma, stroke,
or cardiac) they should be hospitalized in without delay.”
DRD Biotech was founded in
Ulan-Ude, capital of the Russian
Republic of Buryatia.
http://www.drdbiotech.ru/home
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AGCT is working on a treatment for HIV
and HIV-associated tumours using stem
cell transplants and site-specific genome
editing. Up to 1.5 million people are believed to have been infected with HIV in
Russia, and that figure continues to grow
by an estimated 10 percent a year.
“The use of genome editing in HIV treatment was discovered by chance, because
there are some people who have a natural
immunity to HIV via a gene mutation: that is
to say, nature already invented a cure for
HIV,” says Marina Popova, the company’s
founder and CEO.
Timothy Brown, known as the “Berlin patient,” is the only person in the world believed to have been cured of HIV. After he
received an allogeneic hematopoietic stem
cell transplant in Germany for leukaemia in
2007, his HIV became undetectable,
seemingly because the donor was one of
those people with natural immunity: they
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harboured a rare mutation of the CCR5 receptor that mediated HIV entry to the target blood cells. The St. Petersburg-based
AGCT is now working on a treatment
based on editing the CCR5 gene. The
company won second prize at the
Skolkovo Startup Village in June 2016, collecting 2 million rubles ($30,000) for further
research and development.
The company works in close collaboration
with Germany’s University Medical Centre
Hamburg-Eppendorf, as well as St. Petersburg’s First Pavlov State Medical University, whose labs it uses to conduct its
research.
http://www.agct.bio
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VIRIOM aims to dramatically improve the
treatment of HIV patients by developing a
treatment routine in which daily pills can
eventually be replaced by pills or injections
that will last for up to three months.
Currently, many HIV patients take a daily
cocktail of tablets that over time can result
in the patient developing a psychological
aversion to the treatment and not
following the prescribed
routine.

medicine. With the help of the grant, the
aim is to develop a prolonged “sequential”
HIV/AIDS therapy, says Irina Tyrnova.
This would mean HIV patients taking traditional treatment – either three tablets a day
in combination, or one “three-in-one” tablet
– for the first three to six months to reduce
the viral load. Then, when the viral load falls
to a certain level, the patient would be
downgraded to either two tablets or a twoin-one tablet. Eventually, the patient would
move over to having injections once a
month or once every three months.
“With the support of the Skolkovo Foundation, the scientists will be able to develop a
new prolonged form of Russian medicine
and new treatment routines to improve patients’ adherence to HIV treatment and
make it more efficient, which is an important condition of success in this disease
area,” says Kirill Kaem, head of the
Skolkovo Foundation’s biomed cluster.
Viriom, a member of the ChemRar group
of Russian pharma companies, is headquartered in Moscow and also has an office in San Diego. Its new treatment model
could be available to patients in the next
three to five years.
https://www.viriom.com

Irina Tyrnova,
general director
of Viriom
“Since HIV patients receive lifelong treatment, therapy compliance is a major challenge, and the main aim right now of
scientists and companies is to simplify the
treatment process,” says Irina Tyrnova,
general director of Viriom.
The company was awarded a 150 million
rubles ($2.3 million) grant by the Skolkovo
Foundation in 2016. The same amount
was awarded in co-financing by ChemRar
Ventures, a Russian venture investment
company specialising in biopharma and
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3D BIOPRINTING SOLUTIONS
is working on technology to save the lives
of the millions of people around the world
desperately awaiting an organ transplant.
The Moscow-based company made headlines in 2015 when it achieved a world first
by printing a thyroid construct for a mouse,
and transplanting it into the mouse, proving
it to be fully functional. Its ultimate goal is to
be able to print functioning organs for people, as well as replacement skin tissue for
use in skin grafts.
“What’s Russia famous for? The Kalashnikov – the AK47,” says Vladimir Mironov,
chief scientific officer at 3D Bioprinting Solutions. “Well now we have a different
motto: not shoot to kill, but shoot to heal –
using a tissue gun.”
3D Bioprinting Solutions unveiled Russia’s
first bioprinter, the Fabion, back in 2014.
The company is also working on in vivo
printing, in which the new tissues or organs
are directly fabricated and positioned in
the living organism.The company’s ambitions are not limited to saving lives. The
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team of scientists is also
working on a 3D bioprinter for printing
tissue and organ constructs on board the
International Space Station, in order to help
scientists study the negative effect of
space radiation over a long period of time
in space and develop ways to counter its
effect. The printer is due to be operating
up in space by 2018.
“The creation of a compact bioprinter for
studying the effects of cosmic radiation on
human tissue and organs with the possibility
of printing organs during piloted flights into
outer space is another step toward the era
of manned missions to other planets,” says
Yury Vlasov, director of the United Rocket
and Space Corporation, part of Russia’s
state space corporation Roscosmos.
http://www.bioprinting.ru/en
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Upping the fight against cancer
More than 60 startups within Skolkovo’s biomed cluster are
devoted to cancer research, working on aspects ranging from
testing and treatment to the development of medical
equipment. In 2016, the foundation
launched its own Cancer Centre
of Excellence to unite
their efforts.

FIRST ONCOLOGICAL SCIENTIFIC
AND CONSULATION CENTRE
More than 70 percent of cancer patient
deaths are caused not by the cancer itself,
but by the side effects of chemotherapy,
according to the First Oncological Scientific
and Consultation Centre (PONKC), which
has set out to change this shocking statistic. The company has devised a system
known as OncoFinder for personalizing
chemotherapy for cancer patients based
on a molecular analysis of their cancer.
The system is designed to help doctors
identify the best treatment for the individual
patient from a choice of 250 different
chemotherapy drugs.

“The cancer may look the same to the
doctor, may seem similar to another case
they have treated successfully, but molecularly it may be very different,” says Andrey Garazha, head of IT at the Moscowbased PONKC. With the best drug for their
particular cancer – as determined by
OncoFinder – even in incurable cases, patients can live years longer.
PONKC, founded in 2012 by a team of
Russian and expat scientists, signed a
memorandum of understanding with IBM
in 2015 to develop a personalised medical
platform in Russia to “help doctors narrow
down all available cancer trials and quickly
identify potential matches, offering promising new approaches and treatment options
to extend the healthy productive lives of
patients with cancer and other
age-related diseases.”
http://ponkc.com
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SOLIXANT
For several years now, scientists
have been warning that more and more bugs
are proving resistant to antibiotics, which
could have devastating consequences for
the human race. Solixant is hunting for a new
and powerful antibiotic in algae.
Tests at the U.K.’s University of Exeter found
that samples of algae gathered on the Cornish coast were able to defeat the MRSA superbug, which affects tens of thousands of
people every year and can be fatal. Algae
often occur together with very distinctive
bacteria that are resistant to classic
antibiotics, and the algae demonstrate immunity to them, explains Denis Kuzmin, a
molecular biologist and general director of
Solixant.
The company finances expeditions to collect water samples from all over Russia
and beyond, including China, Mongolia,
Vietnam, Japan, and India. Solixant’s clinical team then analyses the samples meticulously for evidence of something in the
water slowing down the growth of bacteria.
In the first six months of the company’s
work in 2016, the research team identified
six organisms that can stably eliminate elements that give rise to bacteria pathogens
and resistant bacteria.
The team has also discovered an algae that
produces the biggest percent recorded so
far of fucoxanthin, a powerful antioxidant
sold as a nutritional supplement.
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Denis Kuzmin,
CEO of Solixant:
Solixant works in cooperation with
Solix Algredients, a U.S. B2B supplier
of algae-derived natural ingredients of
which it started off as a subsidiary before becoming a separate company
with the same shareholders. The
companies now exchange results
and feedback.

Skolkovo

“The American company is interested in
getting access to the Russian collection:
Russia has one of the biggest collections
of microalgae in the world, which dates
back to Soviet times,” says Kuzmin.
“We have a lot of bodies of water and very
different climatic zones. We have examples from the Far East, from southern seas:
the same organism with totally different
qualities. It’s a gigantic collection of microalgae that was just sitting on shelves
and was no use to anyone until we took an
interest.”
Solixant also works with the Institute of
Antimicrobial Chemotherapy in Smolensk,
which has a collection of about 40,000 examples of bacteria that proved resistant to
antibiotics and led to the death of patients.
Any antibiotic, before it goes on sale on the
Russian market, is tested by the institute,
and Solixant has agreed with the institute
that it will test the company’s molecules on
their bacteria: the ultimate test of their
molecules’ efficiency.
Another area of activity for the company is
the development of a food supplement for

prawns based on algae, for which Solixant
was awarded a mini-grant of 5 million
rubles ($82,000) by the Skolkovo Foundation in late 2016 to produce a prototype.
Currently, most prawns for sale in Russia
are imported, but Solixant believes with the
help of its supplement, which is still under
development, Russia can cultivate large,
healthy prawns of its own.
“Under our Skolkovo project, we are developing food for prawn larvae (known as
starter food) made up of certain algae that
contain a lot of polyunsaturated fatty acids,
antioxidants, protein and natural antibiotics.
We’re offering a product that will accelerate
the larvae’s growth and reduce the mortality rate. So far, there is not a single producer of starter feed, and this is one of the
reasons that virtually all the prawns sold in
Russia are imported,” says Kuzmin.
Once the technology has been developed
for producing food for prawns, it can be
used to make food for oysters, valuable
fish breeds and other species, according
to Kuzmin.
In addition, Solixant is carrying out research to save Lake Baikal from an imbalance in its ecosystem that has seen algal
blooms spreading across the world’s oldest and deepest lake.
http://www.solixalgredients.com
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EIDOS produces a range of Ensim
surgery simulators designed to train surgeons and medical students. The machines allow trainees in a wide range of
specialist areas to practice operations on
a robotic simulator before progressing to
real patients.
The models include simulators for anesthesiologists and intensive care staff, as
well as for carrying out keyhole surgery,
endovascular surgery, ultrasound diagnoses, dentistry, neonatology and other
areas of medical expertise.
Any mistakes made by students on the
simulators prompt uncomfortably realistic
blood flows, and a countdown starts
showing the hapless surgeon how much

blood the patient is losing and how much
longer they can hold on.
The company was founded in the city of
Kazan in 2012, and by 2015 had an annual turnover of more than $10 million.
The machines are already in use in more
than 10 countries at medical training centres and universities, including the U.S.,
Europe, Asia and former Soviet countries.
The company was listed in the
TekhUspekh rating of fast-growing Russian tech companies at the end of last
year. http://www.eidos-medicine.com
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STARTUPS
IN SPACE
Space has been part of the Russian
national consciousness for more than
half a century. Since the collapse of
the Soviet Union, the space industry
has had a series of setbacks, but Russia is determined to retain its leading
role in space exploration, and in recent years the country’s first private
space enterprises have emerged. The
Skolkovo Foundation’s space cluster
aims to support innovative companies
working on space technology in every
way it can, and also encourages
space startups to work together, as
well as helping them to work in partnership with Roscosmos, Russia’s
state space corporation, which has
said it will allow private companies
access to the space services
market by 2020.
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Ivan Kosenkov,
project manager at
Skolkovo’s space cluster:
“In comparison with stable and
conservative long-term public
space programmes, private
space companies – driven by
the intrinsic need for cost efficiency and marked by their dynamism and quick evolution of
ideas and paradigms aligned
with the main trends of technological development, such as
growth of IoT, Big Data, AI –
are definitely the ones to
watch. The private space sector has become the power
defining the future of space
technologies”

Skolkovo

DAURIA
Satellite maker Dauria is the face of
Russia’s burgeoning private space industry, having been the first private
space company to sign a partnership
agreement with Roscosmos. Founded
in 2012, the company aims to develop
unified platforms of small, low-cost
satellites for use in telecoms, Earth
remote sensing and scientific space
research.
Three of its satellites – two Perseus-M
nanosatellites and a DX-1 microsatellite – are already operating in orbit,
and two of Dauria’s Perseus microsatellites were sold to the U.S. earth
imaging company Aquila Space. Dauria expects to launch two MKA-N Earth
observation satellites this year. These
low-cost 6-U cubesats are built for
Roscosmos and will be able to provide
medium resolution imagery. Dauria is

also developing
a high-resolution Earth
observation platform named Auriga,
and a geostationary platform for telecom satellites.
https://www.dauria.ru
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SPUTNIX
Microsatellite component and technology
maker Sputnix produced and launched
Russia’s first private remote sensing microsatellite in 2014: the Tablesat-Aurora.
Founded in 2011, Sputnix launched the
satellite on a Dnepr rocket launcher.
Sputnix, which organised the Space Systems Engineering competence competition as part of the Russian stage of the
WorldSkills Competition vocational event in
2016, also makes educational kits for
schools and universities. It has contracts
and collaboration agreements with several
universities and companies around the
world: in Europe, Asia and the Middle East.
Another of the company’s prospective
areas of research is manufacturing in
space. Together with Anisoprint, a fellow
Skolkovo resident startup, Sputnix is working on a 3D printer for the International
Space Station that will be able to print
satellites directly in space.
“We are very interested in the prospect of
additive manufacturing [3D printing] in
space, we believe it’s the technology of the
future,” says Andrei Potapov, Sputnix’
CEO.
“Many people are aware of the idea of producing new materials in orbit, from construction parts right up to ready-made
spacecraft – even asteroids are being con-
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sidered as a possible source of material,”
he said.
“Making these plans a reality entails overcoming a lot of technical obstacles. Rather
than wait for an asteroid to be delivered
into Earth’s orbit, we decided to devise elements of technology for making and assembling satellites in space,” said Potapov.
http://www.sputnix.ru/en
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ANISOPRINT
Sputnix’s partner company Anisoprint is a
resident company of Skolkovo’s nuclear
cluster and was founded in 2015 by staff of
the Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology. Its main project is a 3D printer
which, unlike most of its competitors, which
simply use plastic, prints using far stronger
continuous carbon fibre reinforced plastic.
In 2016, the NK4 engineering centre invested $270,000 in the company
after Anisoprint won a competition
organised by NK4 to identify Russia’s best
industrial startups. Anisoprint expects its
customers to be small tech companies that
need to print sturdy parts, such as robotics
companies and drone-makers.
Together with Sputnix, the company has
already created a prototype for its space
printer. Anisoprint’s CEO, Fyodor Antonov,
says the device will radically impact the
design of satellites.
“Most of the criteria according to which
satellites are designed are governed by
their launch and conditions in the
launch rocket,” he says.
“So the main

body has to be quite sturdy, because there
are strong vibrations. If we make a satellite
on board the ISS, it will never be subjected
to those vibrations.
“And the vibrations don’t just affect how the
satellite is made; they affect the electronics
too. So it can be made much lighter, and
the mass of materials needed is much
smaller and that’s economically profitable,”
says Antonov. Satellites that don’t have to
go through the launch process would also
be less likely to encounter problems in their
functioning, he says.
“Satellites in space may suddenly stop
transmitting information, even though they
were of course tested a thousand times on
Earth. That means something happened
during the launch: to put it in basic terms, a
wire got disconnected,” he said.
The U.S. sector of the International Space
Station already has a 3D printer developed
by the U.S. company Made In Space. That
printer is designed to produce supplementary instruments and prototypes rather than
the satellites, solar battery panels, antenna
reflectors and other spacecraft elements that
Anisoprint plans to make, says Antonov.
http://www.anisoprint.ru/en
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COSMOCOURSE
CosmoCourse has even more ambitious
plans. It aims to become Russia’s first
space tourism agency, and plans to send
its first customers into space by 2020. In
2016, the space exploration enterprise became the first company to get approval
from Roscosmos for its design specification
for a reusable suborbital launch vehicle for
tourism and scientific experiments.
Tourists will be sent up to an altitude of
about 200 kilometers in groups of six in a
reusable capsule, in which for five or six
minutes they will be able to float in zero
gravity, says Pavel Pushkin, CEO of CosmoCourse. The reusable spaceship will return to Earth, landing with the help of a
parachute system, and the flight will take no
more than 20 minutes in total.
Both the capsule and rocket will be
reusable, which the company expects will
enable it to keep costs relatively low. It is
planned that Russia’s space tourists will depart from the Kapustin Yar rocket launch
and development site in the country’s
southern Astrakhan region.
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CosmoCourse was only founded in summer 2014, but already has ambitious plans:
it wants to account for half of the global
space tourism market from 2020. The company believes suborbital tourism, when passengers are flown into space at a trajectory
that means they do not complete an orbital
revolution, will become a more accessible
alternative to orbital tourism.
A handful of wealthy space tourists have experienced orbital tourism by flying to the International Space Station on board a
Russian Soyuz spacecraft – after paying
tens of millions of dollars and undergoing
extensive training on Earth. Suborbital flights
will be thousands of times shorter and hundreds of times cheaper, while training is
also incomparably simpler, says Pushkin.
“The tourist will have to undergo a medical
examination and sign a contract,” he says.
“Then a team will be chosen to accompany
them. Then the tourist flies to the cosmodrome to start their training. They will see
the size of the capsule, assess its dimensions, try out their seat. And if all goes to

Pavel Pushkin,
CEO of CosmoCourse:
The cost of a trip to space with CosmoCourse is expected to be significantly cheaper than foreign space
travel agencies, with an estimated
ticket price of $200-$250,000.

plan, the tourist will be at the cosmodrome
for three days. On the third day of their training, they’ll go up into space.”
Pushkin says the cost of a trip to space with
his company will be very reasonable compared to foreign space travel agencies, and
estimates the price per ticket at $200$250,000.
CosmoCourse has been helped in its dealings with Roscosmos by Alexey Belyakov,
head of the Skolkovo Foundation’s space
cluster.
Belyakov is optimistic about the prospects
of the market for private space projects.
“In addition to the potential market for suborbital tourism – the size of which is attested
to by the hundreds of places on flights reserved years in advance – there are other
opportunities to make money via private
launches,” he says, citing the need for a
small-lift launch vehicle for launching small
satellites into orbit.
“Currently, people have to wait for years to
launch such satellites, since they are only

launched together with bigger satellites. A
company that could launch them as and
when required and at a low price could bag
a significant share of the mini-satellite
launch market – a segment that is forecast
to grow exponentially in the coming years.”
http://www.cosmocourse.com
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LIN INDUSTRIAL
Another of the space cluster’s startups, Lin
Industrial, is working on just that: it is designing light launch vehicles for small satellites
that it says could slash waiting times for
satellite launches to three months. With the
motto “We don’t promise the unrealizable –
we do the incredible!” the team is working
on its Taymyr launch vehicle designed to
send payloads of up to 180 kilograms into
low Earth orbit. The ultra-light rocket will
have a liquid-propellant engine and use
hydrogen peroxide as an oxidiser.
Lin Industrial is carrying out its research with
the help of a grant from Skolkovo, as well as
with funds from investors who include senior
staff at Wargaming.net, makers of the hit
computer game World of Tanks. At the request of European venture capitalists, it is
also working on designing a single-stage-toorbit reusable launch vehicle.
The company has also unveiled a detailed
plan to build a lunar base on the moon’s
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South Pole for 550 billion
rubles ($9.3 billion) – considerably
cheaper than the plans announced by both
Roscosmos and the European Space
Agency to build lunar research stations. Lin
Industrial says it would launch 13 heavy
rockets to build the base – known as Moon
Seven – using existing rocket technology
and materials that would enable the base to
be built during the next five years. A total of
37 launches would be required within a fiveyear period to support the base.
https://www.en.spacelin.ru
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THE BATTLE
FOR CYBERSPACE
Cybersecurity is one of the most pressing issues faced by the world today, and is rarely
out of the headlines. Far from diminishing,
the threat is only increasing with the growth
of the Internet of Things, in which connected
everyday objects will become potential targets for hackers, and with the rise of cyberterrorists, who are not interested in financial
reward.
A crime without borders, it can only be combatted with joint international efforts. Russian
hackers may be notorious, but the same
country that gave birth to them has also produced an army of no less skilled cybersecurity defenders whose task is to help
companies safeguard their systems against
being hacked.
“Skolkovo’s IT cluster is home to more than
50 companies working in information security, and by the end of 2015 had become the
biggest centre in Europe for the development of new commercial solutions in this
area,” says Sergei Khodakov, head of cybersecurity technologies within the
IT cluster.
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“A growing number of business transactions
are carried out with mobile devices, and a
large amount of sensitive information is
stored in the cloud and mobile devices. All
this makes them high-profile targets for criminals,” says Khodakov.
“As of today, most popular cybersecurity solutions are based on technologies developed more than 10 years ago, and in our
experience, they are not always efficient in
the current landscape of cyber threats.
Skolkovo brings together the efforts of software and hardware developers, operators,
integrators and other participants of the market for fast prototyping and the development
of innovative products.”
For the last two years, the Skolkovo innovation city has organised the Skolkovo Cybersecurity Challenge with the backing of
Russia’s central bank to support the best
startups working in this sphere.
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Ilya Sachkov,
head of Group-IB:
When we are called in to investigate incidents, it’s often clear that a company
was protected – just not from that
enemy and not from
that direction.

GROUP-IB
Skolkovo’s most high-profile cybersecurity
company is Group-IB, which helps its customers to detect signs of preparations for
criminal activity, such as attempts to embezzle funds, gain unauthorized access to personal accounts and information, use bots to
post reviews and other fraudulent activity. The
company is known far beyond Russia’s borders, operating on several foreign markets including the U.S. and U.K., and is one of the
world’s leaders in preventing and investigating hi-tech crime and online fraud.
Group-IB, which has been working in computer forensics and information security since
2003, has turned its experience into an early
warning system: an array of highly sophisticated software and hardware solutions to
monitor, identify and prevent cyber threats.
The advanced threat intelligence system analyses a company or organisation’s weak spots
and predicts what form an attack might take.
“If you’re involved in a certain kind of business
in a certain area, there are certain criminal
groups that will definitely take an interest in

you. An attack is very likely,” says Ilya
Sachkov, head of Group-IB.
Knowing which hackers might target it and
which methods they use can help a company
strengthen its defences against them, he explains, using a national defence analogy.
“Belarus [a land-locked country] has no use
for submarines, and it’s very difficult to use
tanks for protection from an enemy flying a
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plane,” says Sachkov, whose company investigates about 80 percent of high-profile cybercrimes in Russia and the CIS.
The company helps law enforcement to hunt
down some of the most talented and elusive
hackers from what it says is the largest computer forensics laboratory in Eastern Europe.
To do this, the company uses artificial intelligence to analyse the activity of hackers who
have communicated in Russian-language
underground groups. Group-IB identifies the
distinctive hallmarks of individual hackers and
looks back at their hacking history, including
their early activity when they were more likely
to make mistakes, in order to uncover the
hacker’s identity.
Group-IB is recognized by the U.S. tech research firm Gartner as a threat intelligence
vendor with strong cyber security focus and
the ability to provide leading insight into the
Eastern European region, and is recommended by the Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe. The company’s
clients include Microsoft, British American Tobacco and Raiffeisen Bank, as well as Russia’s state-owned Sberbank, which, as
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Russia’s biggest bank, fights a constant
battle against cybercriminals. (“Only the laziest of hackers haven’t had a pop at us,” says
Stanislav Kuznetsov, Sberbank’s deputy
chairman.)
Sachkov, who set up Group-IB while still in
college with a group of his friends, was
included in Forbes’ list of 30 Under 30 in
Enterprise Tech in 2016.
http://www.group-ib.com
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WALLARM
Wallarm is another cybersecurity startup that
has seen success abroad, having been selected for the prestigious Silicon Valley seed
accelerator Y Combinator, subsequently attracting $2.3 million in investment.
The company uses machine learning to identify malicious requests received by web applications, combining the functions of a firewall
and vulnerability scanner. Wallarm already
lists the major Russian search engine Yandex
among its clients, as well as online retailer
Ulmart and several banks and payment systems. It produces joint products together with
the leading cybersecurity company InfoWatch
and Qrator Labs, a fellow Skolkovo resident,
and is also partnered with the web server
NGINX, which is used by about 40 percent of
the world’s top 1,000 websites.

In 2016, upon completing the three-month Y
Combinator programme, Wallarm announced
that it was to get $2.3 million in investment
from the venture funds Gagarin Capital and
Partech Ventures, along with private investors
and partners of Y Combinator. The company
said it was already turning a profit, but had
decided to attract external investment in order
to develop on the U.S. market.
“In addition to having a great team, Wallarm is
especially impressive because it is integrated
right into NGINX, making it incredibly simple
to deploy,” Dalton Caldwell, a partner at Y
Combinator, wrote in an article published on
one of the accelerator’s websites, The Macro.
Wallarm received a mini-grant of 5 million
rubles ($76,000) from the Skolkovo Foundation earlier in 2016 to develop its product,
after winning the foundation’s iSecurity competition. In 2013, the startup raised $500,000
in investment from Runa Capital, a tech-focused venture capital company with offices in
Moscow and San Francisco.
https://www.wallarm.com

OTHER SKOLKOVO
STARTUPS WORKING
IN CYBERSECURITY:

Sonda Pro, which makes
biometric identification solutions. A payment
system using the company’s technology is
already in use in some schools to allow children to pay for their meals using fingerprints.
http://www.sonda.pro

Business Ecosystems,
the maker of a secure console management
system. The company also focuses on
training specialists in information security.
http://www.becsys.ru/eng

Qrator Labs protects companies
from DDoS attacks. The company’s clients include seven of the top 10 e-commerce companies in Russia, as ranked by Forbes.
https://www.qrator.net/en

MobilityLab, which makes the
WorksPad product that turns mobile devices into mobile workspaces by making
the employee’s corporate email account,
files and programmes available on the
device – while keeping that information
secure.
http://www.workspad.com

Entensys, maker of the UserGate
UTM system that provides firewall, intrusion detection, antimalware, spam and
content filtering and VPN capabilities in
one integrated package that can be installed and updated easily. The company’s clients include Heathrow Airport
and Abu Dhabi Airport.
http://www.entensys.com
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FOOD OF THE FUTURE
“Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food,” the ancient
Greek physician Hippocrates proclaimed. Almost 2,500
years later, biologists and geneticists around
the world have come to the conclusion
that he was right.

With antibiotics in the water supply, fast food
that sits undigested in our stomachs and
food intolerances on the rise, our diet affects
far more than just our weight, nutrition experts
agree. But research has shown that genes
also play a role on what diseases people get,
leading to the rise of personalised medicine,
which aims to increase the effectiveness of
medical treatment.
Bringing those two factors together is the gut
microbiome, which has become a hotspot for
venture capitalists in recent years. Looking at
biomarkers in our guts could help doctors to
make dietary recommendations to patients
that would help to prevent the onset of dis-
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eases such as cancer and diabetes
altogether, experts say.
In Russia, one of the startups harnessing this
new area of research is KNOMICS
(http://www.knomics.ru), a resident of the
Skolkovo Foundation’s biomed cluster.
“The gut microbiome is the only organ capable of genetic change in the human lifetime,”
says the company’s CEO, Dmitry Alexeev,
explaining that bacteria in the gut mutate
and adopt new genes.
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There are 100 trillion bacteria
in the human gut, but even that huge
army is defeated by some dietary challenges,
such as fast foods with very high salt content,
he says.
The bacterial balance in our bodies has been
disrupted by the permanent presence of lowdosage antibiotics in our stomachs – a presence caused by giving cattle antibiotics to
make them grow faster, says Alexeev.
“Like the animals, the people who eat them
start to gain weight,” he says.
And for any vegetarians wiping their brows
with relief, there’s bad news. The antibiotics
are now present throughout the ecosystem in
cities, Alexeev says, meaning they are also
found in water and vegetables.
Knomics’ work is focused on helping people
to adjust the balance of bacteria in their guts
to be as healthy as possible.
In 2016, the startup launched the OhMyGut!
project, a crowdfunding programme that
sought volunteers and cash to kickstart its
plan to analyse the microbiomes of 250 people in and around Moscow. The campaign,
conducted in partnership with the personalised medicine company Atlas Biomed
Group of which Knomics is part, raised nearly

three time its target amount of half a million
rubles ($8,500).
People who donated 5,000 rubles or more to
the project were able to submit a sample of
their microbiota for analysis, and subsequently received personal dietary recommendations based on the results. After two
weeks of following the advice, they submitted
a second test and received analysis on the
new state of their stomach and what effect
the dietary changes had had.
Knomics was awarded a grant of 30 million
rubles ($500,000) by the Skolkovo Foundation in early 2017 to develop an electronic
system for analysing the microbiota in people’s stomachs. The system will combine a
database and algorithm to analyse the development of various diseases, with the aim of
helping pharma companies to develop targeted medicines and food products that support the microbiome, and is planned to be
ready for use by 2018.
The field of personalised nutrition is expected
to see rapid growth in Russia within the next
few years. It is a priority within FoodNet, part
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Alexei Istomin,
Zooprotein’s founder:
In pig farming, its use in the form of
tiny doses of protein and lipid concentrate added to the pigs’ food helps
them to digest the food and boosts
their natural resistance to viruses and
other illnesses.

of the Russian government’s
National Technology Initiative aimed at
creating the conditions necessary for the
country to become a global technology
leader in new markets by 2035.
Foodnet comprises several markets that are
due to explode over the next 15-20 years,
and Skolkovo’s biomed cluster supports startups seeking to make Russia’s food production more efficient and self-sufficient.
One such startup with a truly eye-catching
project is ZOOPROTEIN (www.zooprotein.com), which is guaranteed to make a
buzz at any innovations trade fairs it attends
with its reverberating cages of flies and glass
bowls of writhing maggots. And this, the
company says, is the future of our food.
For several years now, scientists have been
warning that the planet will soon be struggling
to feed itself, and that we may have to swap
meat for insects – a valuable source of pro-
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tein. The Lipetsk-based Zooprotein, a family
business that joined Skolkovo’s biomed cluster in 2016, makes a high-protein food supplement out of dried and crushed greenbottle
larvae. The supplement, which is 50-70 percent protein, 20-30 percent fat, and 5-7 percent fibre, is sold under the brand name
Zooprotein for use in animal food, but its
makers predict that it won’t be too long before it starts being used in human food.
In agriculture, insect protein supplements
have multiple beneficial effects on animals’
health, says Alexei Istomin, who founded the
company together with his father. Two more
brothers work as the startup’s head technologist and production manager, respectively.
“In pig farming, its use in the form of tiny
doses of protein and lipid concentrate added
to the pigs’ food helps them to digest the
food and boosts their natural resistance to
viruses and other illnesses,” he says. “It also
makes them more active, helps them to put
on weight and increases their fertility.”
When broiler chickens, turkeys, ducks and
other poultry are fed the supplement, it helps
them to gain weight and reduces the nutritive
ratio, Istomin says, and can also boost the
frequency of a hen’s egg-laying, increase
their resistance to disease, and lower the
mortality rate. Domestic animals become
more active and toned and are less prone to
illnesses, he says.
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The idea of quaffing creepy-crawlies is not a
new one: scientists at centres including
Novosibirsk State Agriculture Institute were
studying the miraculous properties of food
supplements made from fly larvae decades
ago, and the U.S. professor Gene DeFoliart
devoted decades to researching the subject
of entomophagy – insects as food – until his
death in 2013.
Health benefits are not the only argument in
favour of eating insects. Several years ago,
the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organisation
published research that concluded that
mankind eating more insects could combat
famine and environmental pollution.
“Insects as food and feed emerge as an especially relevant issue in the 21st century due
to the rising cost of animal protein, food and
feed insecurity, environmental pressures,
population growth and increasing demand
for protein among the middle classes,”
the report’s authors wrote

in their summary.
“Thus, alternative solutions to
conventional livestock and feed
sources urgently need to be found. The consumption of insects, or entomophagy, therefore contributes positively to the environment
and to health and livelihood.”
Zooprotein uses meat in the breeding of its
flies, as larvae bred in poultry meat contain
more nutrients than those cultivated on manure, for example. To minimize the environmental impact of its technology, Zooprotein
breeds its flies on waste meat from a poultry
factory located near to the company’s labs.
Of the more than 90,000 types of fly in the
world, Zooprotein has chosen to focus on the
common greenbottle, which the team affectionately calls Lucy, from the fly’s Latin name,
Lucilia Caesar. At the company’s premises in
Lipetsk, where tens of millions of flies live in
insectariums, the scientists have been selectively breeding the most prolific ones for the
last two years. If in nature, one fly would lay
about 60 eggs, the Lipetsk flies are now laying on average three times as many, resulting
in three times as many larvae and ultimately,
three times as much protein.
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INNOVATIONS
FOR INDUSTRY
Many of Skolkovo’s startups have developed solutions for industry, ranging from oil
and gas to metals and mining. Russian startups work on new technologies requested
by major industrial companies in response
to a problem they face, as well as products
they have conceived themselves and which
they believe will be indispensable
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once ready. Part of Skolkovo’s role is to act
as a conduit and matchmaker between
tech startups and industrial giants
in need of innovations.

Skolkovo

BONAKA
Bonaka has developed an environmentally
friendly way to clean heating pipes and boilers, making heating systems far more efficient without the need for major repair work.
The startup – a resident of Skolkovo’s energy
cluster – has developed and patented a solution based on lactic acid that when flushed
through pipes, removes the mineral buildup
and restores pipes to close to their original
condition. Mud and mineral deposits that
build up over time can reach 7-9 mm in thickness over a period of 20 years, and this inevitably reduces the heating efficiency,
resulting in heat loss of 40-50 percent.
Instead of the expensive and time-consuming process of replacing the pipes, Bonaka’s
solution is lactic acid that as a result of fermentation is hydrolised to monosaccharides
and produces over 30 organic acids that affect salts, while leaving the metal untouched.
It therefore increases the service life of

pipelines by 15-20 years and greatly reduces
the need for unscheduled repair work on
them, as well as boosting heat output by 5095 percent. The biological fluid is harmless to
humans and animals.
Bonaka’s technology is already in use in
more than 20 regions of Russia and the CIS.
http://www.bonaka.ru/en
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OPTOGARD NANOTECH
Optogard Nanotech, a resident of
Skolkovo’s nuclear cluster, has devised
laser-plasma technology for strengthening
surfaces of metals and alloys. The technology can be used to harden medical instruments or any other metal surface, including pipes.
The company has signed several agreements with the Chinese company Shan-
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dong Trustpipe Industry –
one of China’s biggest pipe manufacturers – on setting up production in the
Chinese city of Linyi. When treated with Optogard’s technology, pipe surfaces become
ultra-hard and resistant to corrosion, blockages and the buildup of impurities, resulting
in what the company’s CEO Pavel Smirnov
describes as an “eternal pipe.” The technology is not harmful to the environment.
The Shandong pipes will be used for everything from oil to the nuclear industry and
utilities. Optogard’s technology can also be
used in shipbuilding and ship repair, aircraft
building, machine tools, defence, chemical
and mechanical engineering and car and
tractor units, as well as to strengthen concrete structures. It could also be used in the
manufacturing of train engines and wheels.
The company was founded in the Siberian
capital of Novosibirsk, and now has an office at the Skolkovo innovation city itself.
http://www.optogard.ru
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TECHNOAUTOMAT
Technoautomat has developed
a method and device for
monitoring the level of liquids inside closed tanks
and pipelines based on
measuring the volume intensity of the ultrasound Lamb
wave absorbed by the liquid.
The technology enables hazardous liquids to be measured and monitored safely,
and is intended for use at oil and gas facilities and pipelines, chemical plants and in
other industries.
More than 200 of the company’s Rubin-1M
non-invasive devices for measuring the volume of liquid in closed containers have already been produced, and are in use at
various enterprises, including at facilities run
by Gazprom, Lukoil, Rosneft and other
major oil and gas companies. The device

gives a result within a matter of minutes, obtained by acoustic censors attached to the
outside of the tank, and works even in the
most adverse conditions of the Far East and
extreme north.
Technoautomat’s new device is the Rubin1M-NP, designed specifically for measuring
the volume of liquid in pipes using the same
principle. The device is currently undergoing
industrial testing by Transneft.
The award-winning company is based in the
Russian region of Saratov, and also has an
office in Helsinki from which it conducts its
operations with European partners. It has already seen interest among major international oil and gas companies.
http://www.technoautomat.net
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TAU INDUSTRIES
Tau Industries is the Russian branch of a
group of tech companies founded in Italy and
now expanding in Russia. This resident of
Skolkovo’s energy cluster has developed an
innovative technology – DryCycle – for applying protective coloured polymers to steel
wire.
At the beginning of 2017, Tau signed a 20year licensing agreement with Severstal
Metiz, a division of Russian steel and mining
giant Severstal group, under which the steel
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company will use Tau’s technology to produce a new type of steel wire and various
coated wire products, including paper clips
and muselets for holding champagne corks
in place.
The primary use for the DryCycle technology
is for insulating copper wires for use as conductors in transformers, generators and other
electric equipment. It can also be used for
coating wire with paint or varnish to give it additional protection from the elements or corrosive mediums such as oil and petrol.
Tau’s technology for coating cables and wire
has revolutionized an industry whose methods had not changed for almost a century:
wires were immersed in a solution of paint
and solvent, then dried through heating.
Tau’s coating process combines temperature, pressure and speed in a way that
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Sergey Tsvetkov,
country manager
for Russia and the
CIS at Tau Industries:

creates the right viscosity for the paint to adhere to the wire, without solvents.
“We found a way to coat the wires that
doesn’t require solvents or chemicals. It’s dry
and ecologically safe, and can be used to
apply any polymer to wire. That’s why it’s
named DryCycle,” says Sergey Tsvetkov,
country manager for Russia and the CIS at
Tau Industries.
By eliminating the need for heaters and
evaporators, the company has halved the
cost of treating wires and cables, he says.
In 2015, the company got a grant of 30 million rubles ($475,000) from the foundation to
develop its technology. As stipulated under
the terms of Skolkovo grants, it raised the
same amount from a group of private investors.
“Skolkovo’s policy is perfect for us, as we
need money for research, and that’s what
Skolkovo gives grants for,” says Tsvetkov.
“Its tax policy is also brilliant for us, and it
makes it much easier to access our customers. Skolkovo’s customs service, intellectual property centre and support from the
energy cluster team are everything we need
for fast growth.”
http://www.tauindustries.com

We found a way to coat the
wires that doesn’t require solvents or chemicals. It’s dry
and ecologically safe, and
can be used to apply any
polymer to wire. That’s why
it’s named DryCycle. By eliminating the need for heaters
and evaporators, the company has halved the cost
of treating wires and
cables.
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RISILICA
Risilica, another resident of Skolkovo’s energy efficiency cluster, has developed a system for the ecologically friendly production of
amorphous silica – which is used in the
manufacturing of various kinds of rubber,
sealants and lubricants, as well as in pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and paints – from rice
husks and rice straw, which are currently produced as waste in rice farming.

Risilica’s technology makes producing amorphous silica 20 times cheaper than other
methods, according to Russian Venture
Company’s Seed Fund, a state investment
vehicle whose portfolio includes Risilica.
Users of amorphous silica include the multinational tyre manufacturer Pirelli.
http://www.venova.ru
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NEWCHEM PRODUCTS
NewChem Products, a resident of Skolkovo’s
nuclear cluster, has developed a process for
producing anhydrous hydrogen fluoride
(AHF) from depleted uranium hexafluoride.
AHF is the basic source for the production of
all fluorine compounds for industrial purposes,
such as halocarbons, fluoropolymers, extinguishers, electronic gases, isotope enrichment elements, gaseous and liquid dielectrics, and antifriction and bioactive agents.
The annual output of AHF is up to 1.5 million
tons, of which 70 percent is currently produced in China. Modern industry has succeeded in mastering only one AHF
production technique, based on high-quality
natural fluorite. In Russia, fluorite reserves are
scarce, and it is imported from Mongolia and
Kazakhstan.
In recent years, fluorite prices have been
continuously growing. If this trend persists,
Russia may become strategically dependent
on fluorite supplies, making it crucial to de-

velop an AHF production technology based
on other fluorine-containing materials.
There are more than 2 million tons of depleted uranium hexafluoride in the world, with
a fluorine content of around 30 percent.
Using it as a source for producing AHF
through fluorine regeneration would not only
end dependence on fluorite suppliers, it
would also close the nuclear fuel fluorine
cycle and eliminate the serious environmental
challenge presented by the storage of depleted uranium hexafluoride, says NewChem
Products.
Early in 2017, the St. Petersburg-based
startup was awarded a grant of 47.7 million
rubles ($800,000) from the foundation to
launch the technology on a commercial
scale, having earlier developed a laboratory
facility with support from Skolkovo to successfully carry out R&D and prove that its
technology works.
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RENEWABLE
RESOURCES
Like other countries with a wealth of fossil
fuel resources, Russia has not been a forerunner in the development of renewable
energy sources (RES). In recent years,
however, several government initiatives
have been launched to develop this sector,
and international experts agree that Russia’s RES potential is huge. The Skolkovo
Foundation’s energy cluster is home to
more than 40 startups working in areas
related to alternative energy.
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Skolkovo is the community within Russia
that will prove to sceptics that Russia has
the potential to catch up in clean energy
tech, believes Skolkovo Foundation President Victor Vekselberg.
“I think we can start to reduce the catastrophic lag that exists in the sphere of alternative energy compared to other countries,
using the potential that we have,” Vekselberg told an audience comprised of
Skolkovo resident startups at the 2016
Open Innovations forum held at the
Skolkovo Technopark.
The proportion of energy produced in Russia by renewable sources – excluding large
hydroelectric plants – is one percent or
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less, compared to nearly 60 percent in
Denmark, and about 30 percent in Germany, whose energy consumption is much
bigger than Denmark’s, according to Oleg
Pertsovskiy, operational director of
Skolkovo’s energy cluster.
The energy generated by RES in Russia is
mainly produced by wind farms in the Caucasus and near St. Petersburg, geothermal
enterprises in the Far East, and small hydroelectric stations in places including the
Moscow region, Karelia and the Caucasus.
Solar energy is also produced in the Caucasus and Far East.
Under Russia’s energy policy through
2020, the country is due to increase the
share of electricity produced using renewable energy (excluding hydroelectric plants
with a capacity of over 25 MW) from
0.5 percent to about 4.5 percent.
Hydroelectric power is highly developed in
Russia and has been since Soviet times,
but large hydroelectric plants of the kind
seen in Russia are usually counted separately from renewable energy plants, due to
their impact on the environment (they are
associated with flooding,
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due to their need for a reservoir). Hydropower stations currently supply an estimated 13-15 percent of Russia’s energy.
Renewable energy brings with it the need
for new associated technologies. If traditional power grids fueled by coal and gas
tended to consist of a few large stations,
renewable energy tends to be generated
by a large number of small stations, meaning the network infrastructure required is
completely different. To meet this challenge, scientists are developing smart
grids, which use smart metres and appliances to make energy management more
efficient.
The second technical problem is the development of energy storage: a crucial requirement, since unlike traditional fuels,
renewable energy cannot be generated as
and when needed, but depends on
weather conditions. With affordable energy
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storage, the competitiveness of renewable
energy will be further improved.
In 2015, Russian Energy Minister Alexander
Novak said investment in RES in the country would total $53 billion by 2035, and that
he expected small and medium-sized businesses to play the key role in the development of RES technologies.
“Generally, RES technology and equipment
is imported from Western Europe, Japan and
China, but I think now we have a chance in
some areas such as solar power to become
exporters of technology,”
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Oleg Pertsovskiy,
operational director of
Skolkovo’s energy cluster:
says Pertsovskiy, adding that the industry
must stay open to cooperation.
In 2016, the Skolkovo Foundation signed a
cooperation agreement with EDF Group,
France’s largest state-owned energy company, focusing on energy efficiency at industrial and urban sites and new methods for
generating and consuming electricity, smart
grids and smart cities, electricity storage and
energy efficient electric transport.
EDF has experience of implementing energy
efficiency projects in Russia, and the agreement also foresaw Skolkovo startups offering
their innovative solutions to EDF Group.
Russia could also become an exporter of
renewable energy, according to Sakari Oksanen, deputy director of the International
Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), of
which Russia became a member in 2015.
Speaking at an international renewable energy congress in Moscow in 2016, Oksanen said there is significant export potential
from Russia of biofuels, hydropower and
wind power to China and the rest of East
Asia, as well as Europe.
Closer to home, Oksanen said that renewable energy could provide a supply of af-

Generally, RES technology and
equipment is imported from Western
Europe, Japan and China, but I think
now we have a chance in some
areas such as solar power
to become exporters
of technology.

fordable power to Russia’s isolated regions, representing more than 10 million
people. The 2009 energy strategy also included plans to make use of wind power in
Russia’s Far East, for example.
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STARTUPS WORKING IN
RENEWABLE ENERGY
INCLUDE:

Thin Film Technologies in Energy science
and technology centre

VDM-tekhnika
Wind energy generators that are efficient
at low wind speeds (starting from 2m/s)
that make it possible to greatly increase
the number of areas where wind energy
technologies can be used.
http://www.vdmtech.ru/en

Hybrid solar panels based on heterojunction technology with efficiency of more
than 21 percent.
http://www.tf-tc.ru

Solex-S

Watts Battery
Modular energy storage units that can be
charged from the power grid, a generator
or PV solar panels. They can power a
whole house, and increase the effectiveness of solar panels and wind turbines.
http://www.wattsbattery.com

Svetlobor:
An automatic water heater that uses pellet
heating (in which wooden pellets are
combusted) and works autonomously
for more than a month.
http://www.svetlobor.com
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Solar photoelectric cells with bifacial sensitivity, enabling the conversion of solar
energy falling on both sides of the cell.
The company says its technology makes
possible the creation of solar power
plants that are economically comparable
to traditional power plants.
http://www.solex-r.ru

Skolkovo

AeroGreen
4D Energetics
Hybrid energy systems that improve the
sustainability of local power sources using
an innovative adsorption battery. The
technology reduces the cost of electricity
by 20-40%. Electricity is produced instantly on demand, and the systems work
with any power source, from diesel generators to solar and wind power.
http://www.4denergetics.com

A new kind of wind turbine that is not dependent on wind direction and works efficiently even in storm winds and other
poor weather conditions. It is powerful
and effective, as well as eco-friendly.
http://www.aerogreen.info

Marineco

Topaz Research
Centre (Inenergy)
Fuel cells that use hydrogen. Its products
include portable generators for travellers.
http://www.inenergy.pro

is developing an offshore wave energy
electric power station that can be used in
different geographical locations, climate
and sea conditions. It is also working on
technology for producing hydrogen using
seawater electrolysis.
http:// www.atecom.ru

Insolar
Heat pumps and other energy-efficient
systems for buildings and facilities.
http://www.insolar.ru
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VIRTUAL
UNIVERSE

The global craze for virtual and augmented
reality has not failed to reach Russia, and a
whole host of Skolkovo startups are working on VR/AR applications ranging from
games and training simulators to systems
for use in driving and construction projects.
In Russia, VR is for now associated first
and foremost with games and entertainment, with virtual reality clubs booked out
well in advance at weekends. Local clubs
are equipped with headsets and games
made by both leading Western brands, as
well as homegrown companies.
Skolkovo’s best-known VR startup is the
award-winning FIBRUM (fibrum.com),
which makes headsets for use with smartphones, as well as its own games and platforms, and has already successfully
broken out onto international markets including France, Germany and the UAE, as
well as Russia. The Fibrum app has been
downloaded more than 15 million times.
Other applications for VR/AR, such as education and medicine, may be less developed in Russia so far than entertainment,
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but there are Skolkovo startups working
hard to close that gap.
Nival VR (Luden.io) makes scientific
games and VR experiences aimed at helping people learn more about the world
around them. InCell takes users inside the
human cell where they are tasked with stopping the advance of a virus, while InMind
explores the inside of the human brain.
WAYRAY (wayray.com) produces a
holographic navigation system for cars,
using AR to project a virtual route onto the
windscreen of the car, with navigation
signs laid out directly on the road so that

the driver does not have to look away
from the road at the screen of a GPS device. The company is also working on a
dongle that it describes as a “personal
driving coach” that will compile statistics
on the driver’s performance and provide
feedback on how to improve. Both systems are due out in 2017.
VIZERRA (revizto.com) makes interactive 3D models that can be used in city
planning, construction projects, product
design and virtual tourism. The navigable
3D models can then be walked through
by viewers like in a video game.

OTHER SKOLKOVO STARTUPS
WORKING IN AR/VR:

RIT Innovacii’

3DiVi makes hardware
and software for 3D machine vision systems that
allow enhanced gesture
recognition and skeletal
tracking performance for
use with games consoles
and similar devices.
http://www.3divi.com

aviAReal

uses AR in
a series of projects aimed
at improving flight safety,
such as in augmented reality tutorials.
http://www.aviareal.com

s
Hudway product aims to
enhance drivers’ safety in
low visibility conditions by
projecting the route onto
the windshield.
http://www.hudwayapp.com

Nettle

develops 3D
displays using its own
technology. The resulting
virtual holograms can be
used to create models of
buildings and industrial
facilities.
http://www.nttl.ru

EligoVision

works
on AR and VR programming for uses including
project design and interactive 3D multimedia presentations.
http://www.eligovision.ru
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Alexei Yuzhakov,
founder of Promobot:
It's not about the wow factor; it's about
improving business efficiency.
It's a tool that will bring your
company money.

ROBOTICS
HUB
The Skolkovo Foundation has its own
Robocentre within the IT cluster, and is
home to a diverse range of robotics
startups working on everything from
drones and underwater robots to educational platforms and home assistants.

PROMOBOT
One of Skolkovo’s best known projects is Promobot, which makes friendly promotional
robots designed to talk to customers and provide them with useful information – as well as
entertain and charm them – at busy public
places such as shopping malls, stations and
airports.
Equipped with state-of-the-art voice and facial
recognition, Promobots can give people information, act as tour guides in museums, show
customers in shops the range of goods on
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offer and allow them to pay for them by card,
and register people at public events such as
conferences. They also have great potential
for the banking sector, as they can be deployed to bank branches to provide customers with information about loans,
accounts and other services, and help them
to carry out transactions.
“It’s not about the wow factor; it’s about improving business efficiency. It’s a tool that will
bring your company money,” says Alexei
Yuzhakov, founder of Promobot.
The startup began life in a garage in the Urals
city of Perm, and has since sold its robots to
countries including the U.S., China, the U.K.,
Kazakhstan, Ireland, Spain and Chile.

Skolkovo

“By concluding contracts for the sale of
dozens of robots almost every day, Promobot
is smashing the stereotype that the best
robots are Japanese,” says Olga Avryasova, a
project manager within Skolkovo’s IT cluster.
“Promobot robots are seeing enormous demand, both in Russia and abroad: the number of robots that have either been sent
abroad or are waiting to be sent is close to
300, in addition to about 1,000 in Russia,” she
says, adding that the company’s dealership
network is also growing.
Promobot, a resident of Skolkovo since 2015,
sprang to international fame in 2016 when
one of its robots was reported to have escaped from the testing ground in a fit of wanderlust. A video posted online showed one of
the company’s robots, IR77, blocking traffic
on a busy road in the city of Perm, where Promobot is headquartered, having apparently
broken out of the lab and set off down the
street before its bid for freedom was thwarted
by a flat battery.
The company’s third generation model – a
flirty female robot that was unveiled at
Skolkovo’s Technopark at the Open Innovations forum in October 2016 – can operate for
more than eight hours before it needs
recharging. When its batteries are running
low, it will go and charge itself. Its voice and
face recognition platforms have been upgraded, and it is equipped with a navigation
system that means it won’t bump

into other robots or people. Promobots can
be controlled remotely via a smartphone, and
the Promobot app allows robot owners to see
where their bots are at any moment, and to
get data on how many people they have interacted with, allowing owners to see how effective the robots have been for their business,
says Yuzhakov, whom GQ magazine named
one of the 150 most influential people in Russia in 2016.
In 2016, the company raised 150 million
rubles ($2.4 million) in investment from the Internet Initiatives Development Fund.
https://www.promo-bot.ru
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WICRON
Webot, a remote presence robot, allows
users to observe the bot’s surroundings from
their location via the internet, and to interact
with people in those surroundings accordingly. It was created by Wicron, a Skolkovo
Foundation startup formed by two postgraduate students of the Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology (Skoltech), Dmitry
Suvorov and Roman Zhukov.
The robot has already been used in schools to
attend class in place of children whose disabilities prevent them from leaving home, having
been installed in five elementary schools in the
southern Astrakhan region in 2015.
Webot‘s round head unit and long neck rotate
in all directions, enabling the robot to focus on
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anyone or anything. And if the home-ridden
student wishes to answer a question, Webot
will be happy to do that for them. The robot
can even joke around.
“It is like an avatar, allowing kids to move
around, even from a distance,” says Stas
Ashmanov, a Skoltech PhD student and
managing partner of Wicron.
“It’s as if we are teleporting kids from home to
school. We want kids to know that even if they
are in pain or limited in movement, they can
still learn and grow and participate in school
life. It is all about equality and opportunity for
all children.”
The startup has sold its product in China,
where in 2016 it was awarded first prize in the
Global Happiness Technology Challenge
aimed at supporting startups and tech companies whose inventions are capable of
changing lives for the better.
In September 2014, Wicron was awarded a
Skolkovo mini-grant of 5 million rubles
($75,000 at current exchange rates) to work
on creating a second-generation Webot.
https://www.wicron.com/en
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LEXY
Lexy is a smart home assistant with attitude.
The desktop device equipped with artificial intelligence can chat to people, manage home
appliances, report news and much more. Its
makers say it is the first emotional smart device: more than just a question-and-answer
system, Lexy has a personality, and can express boredom, happiness and other moods.
A finite temper is just one trait in a whole

spectrum of emotions programmed into the
robot by fellow Skolkovo resident Nanosemantics, in order to raise it above the level of
automated assistant to a friend you can have
a chat with.
Lexy, which is currently at the development
stage, will also work in offline mode, something new in the market, and unlike its competitors, can be interrupted and given a new
command, as it understands incoming audio
as soon as it is spoken.
The assistant is first planned to be made as a
Russian-speaking device, with English and
Asian-language versions planned in the future.
http://www.lexybot.com/en
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Albert Yefimov,
head of Skolkovo’s
Robocentre:
VISIONLABS
VisionLabs believes that the revolution in
robotics will take place as a result of computer vision technologies, and produces facial recognition software packages for
companies such as banks and retail chains,
allowing them to combat fraud, monitor the
speed of client service and recognise loyal
customers.
The Moscow-based startup was named one
of the world’s top three facial recognition
companies in an independent global rating,
and was also selected as one of six projects
in the final competition of Innorobo, Europe’s
biggest robotics trade fair, in 2016.
In the same year, the company was selected
from among more than 300 companies to become one of 12 participants in ChallengeUp!,
an international startup accelerator run by
Intel, Cisco and Deutsche Telekom.
“VisionLabs is a great success story and a
good example for all those teams that are
looking to harness the new wave of creative
disruption: deep learning in neural networks,”
says Albert Yefimov, head of Skolkovo’s
Robocentre.
“The [VisionLabs] team has been able to
adapt the latest technology – facial recognition – to solve an existing business challenge:
the prevention of fraud in the banking sector,”
he says.
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VisionLabs is a great success story
and a good example for all those
teams that are looking to harness the
new wave of creative disruption: deep
learning in neural networks.

The startup, which has created an open
source computer vision platform in collaboration with Facebook and Google, in 2016
raised $5.5 million in series A funding from the
venture capital firm Sistema Venture Capital.
VisionLabs plans to expand to U.S., European and Asian markets.
http://www.visionlabs.ru
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OTHER SKOLKOVO
STARTUPS WORKING
IN ROBOTICS:

TsAPK

(Tsuru Robotics),

Robot Ltd.,
an easy-to-control personal robot equipped with
an active stereo vision and
the ability to recognize objects and determine their
coordinates. The robot can
perform simple physical
tasks such as carrying and
bringing objects. The robot
is designed to become a
family member like a pet,
and is endowed with qualities such as love, curiosity
and fear that determine its
behaviour.
http://www.robotco.ru

which makes educational
kits that allow students to
build a miniature drone
themselves in just a matter
of hours – no soldering is
required. The drones, designed by a graduate of
the Skolkovo Institute of
Science and Technology
(Skoltech), can navigate
both air and water and are
controlled via a smartphone app.
http://www.tsuru.su

CyberTech Labs,
the maker of TRIK kits,
which enable kids to build
their own working robots.
The kits made by the St. Petersburg-based company
are designed to make it
possible to build devices
that are powerful, yet simple
and quick to make, ranging
from a remote-controlled
car to a drone.
http://www.trikset.com
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DRIVERLESS
TECHNOLOGY
Much of the work on driverless technology
in Russia is being carried out at Skolkovo.
Unlike in parts of the U.S. and some European countries, there is currently no legal
framework in Russia for testing driverless
vehicles on public roads, but inside the
Skolkovo innovation city, driverless buses
are being tested and are due to become a
key element of its transport infrastructure.

KB AVRORA
The innovative bus-maker Volgabus signed
an agreement in 2016 to open a research
and development centre at Skolkovo,
which will work on robotic systems for creating and controlling driverless vehicles, as
well as the cyber security of driverless
transport and navigational maps and systems, and will include a testing ground.
Volgabus is working on a project to develop a driverless electric bus together with
KB Avrora, a resident of Skolkovo’s IT cluster that works on driverless technology
and autonomous navigation sys-
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tems. The bus is already undergoing testing at Skolkovo.
“The territory of Skolkovo has become an
excellent testing ground for our technology,
and should soon enable us to launch a
commercial product,” says Vitaly Savelev,
KB Avrora’s commercial director.
KB Avrora, which was founded in 2010 by
a team of engineers and programmers
from Ryazan Radio Engineering University,
plans on developing a fully-fledged
autonomous transport system at Skolkovo
that will be completely integrated with the
innovation city’s infrastructure.

“The project we’re working on isn’t just
aimed at launching individual driverless
buses, but at creating an automised transport system with charging stations, a traffic
control centre, smart bus stops and other
elements that will interact with one another
and optimize the transport flows,” says
Savelev.
The Russian government has allocated
funding for both air and land pilotless transport technology as part of the National

Technology Initiative, a programme aimed
at creating new technology markets
through 2035 that President Vladimir Putin
has named as a priority policy.
In 2015, Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev
announced that the NTI would receive 10
billion rubles ($127 million) from the state
budget in 2016, to be spent on four areas
of development including driverless
cars.

Nearly all the companies working on driverless transport in Russia are already present
at Skolkovo, either as resident startups or
as key partners.
“There aren’t that many of these companies in Russia, but we have managed to
assemble them here,” says Albert Yefimov,
head of Skolkovo’s Robocentre, which has
about 10 startups – including KB Avrora –
working on driverless technology. “Small
smart buses will be in demand in our small
but very creative city.”
The Russian truckmaker Kamaz, a partner
company of the Skolkovo Foundation, is
also working on driverless vehicles and has
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a clear timeframe for their introduction.
“We are working to a roadmap, in accordance with which by about 2025, when all
the infrastructure, programming and everything else necessary is ready, our fully driverless cars will be a reality,” says Oleg
Afanasiev, a press spokesperson for Kamaz.
“Legislation is of course being prepared at all
levels as part of our roadmap.”
Stanislav Gol, the director of KB Avrora, is
more cautious about how soon driverless
transport could be seen on Russian roads.
“Everyone has come to understand that the
technology is 90 percent ready, but even
when it’s 99.99 percent ready, it still won’t
be launched,” says Gol, whose
product is currently being tested in various
scenarios and weather conditions.
“Until we can teach artificial intelligence to
learn the nuances of things that can occur
unexpectedly on the roads… what will happen if transparent glass is being carried
across the road, what if there’s a paper
bag that the system perceives as a rock,”
the system isn’t ready, he says.
Enclosed territories and private land such
as university campuses, factories and military testing grounds are another matter,
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however, and much of the driverless technology already on the Russian market is in
use in industrial or agricultural territories.
KB Avrora has designed an AgroBot roboticised tractor, which it has already begun
testing on agricultural land in the Ryazan
region.
“On closed industrial territories there are
fewer legal issues and there is more demand for such products, in that operating
systems and AI can already be applied
there,” says Gol, citing examples such as
aerodromes, factories, farms, container
ports, mines and giant warehouses where
driverless technology such as automated
forklift trucks is already in use.
http://www.kb-avrora.ru
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any cargo at any given time. The company’s universal navigation system can be
used in robots designed to work both on
land and underwater. In 2012, RoboCV received a grant of 5 million rubles ($86,000
at today’s exchange rates) from the
Skolkovo Foundation to develop its technology. It has also attracted $500,000 in investment from Leta Capital, a
Moscow-based venture fund investing in innovative IT startups.
http://www.robocv.com

ROBOCV
Another Skolkovo resident that
has seen great success in this area is
RoboCV, a resident of Skolkovo’s space
cluster.
RoboCV’s intellectual autopilot system is already in use on forklift trucks at Samsung
and Volkswagen plants in Russia. During a
recent visit to the Skolkovo innovation centre by Prime Minister Medvedev and many
cabinet ministers, two bold ministers
hopped in front of a driverless forklift to test
its obstacle detection function — which,
fortunately for all concerned, stood up to
the test.
As well as facilitating the automation of
warehouse logistics, RoboCV also provides
a cloud service that allows warehouse
managers to monitor the exact location of

RoboCV’s intellectual
autopilot system is already in use
on forklift trucks at Samsung and
Volkswagen plants in Russia.
During a recent visit to the Skolkovo
innovation centre by Prime Minister
Medvedev and many cabinet ministers, two bold ministers hopped in
front of a driverless forklift to test its
obstacle detection function –
which, fortunately for all concerned,
stood up to the test.
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NAVIGINE
One of the challenges faced by developers
of driverless technology for indoor premises
is achieving precise positioning, as GPS and
other satellite-based systems do not work reliably indoors. Skolkovo resident Navigine
has designed a software platform for mobile
developers that uses hardware-agnostic algorithms to provide precise indoor positioning. It can be used to track goods in
warehouses and factories, as well as in transport hubs, malls and museums to track and
analyse visitor behaviour.
Navigine offers four services: Navigine Indoor, which enables visitors to navigate inside large buildings; Navigine Marketing, a
tool for embedding indoor push-notifications
to mobile apps, for example to draw shoppers’ attention to certain offers in store;
Navigine Analytics, which enables users to
analyse the movement of objects and people
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inside a building, allowing companies to
analyse the flow of visitors and compare the
efficiency of multiple points of sales and services; and Navigine Tracking, which allows
users to monitor the movements of staff, vehicles and other assets.
The company, which attracted $400,000 in
investment from a syndicate led by Finnish
venture firm Innovestor in 2016, has offices in
the U.S. and Germany, as well as Moscow. It
was selected by experts at Slush, the giant
Finnish tech startup conference held annually
in Helsinki, to take part in the Slush 100 Pitching Competition in 2016.
http://www.navigine.com
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MARVELMIND ROBOTICS
Another indoor navigation system that has attracted the attention of Slush experts is Marvelmind Robotics, which won the first prize of 5
million yuan ($740,000) for the best seed-stage
companies at Slush Shanghai in 2016, and
later made it through to the semifinals of the
Slush 100 Pitching Competition in Helsinki.
Marvelmind’s system uses stationary ultrasonic beacons united by a radio interface
together with mobile beacons installed on
robots to ensure indoor navigation technology that is precise to within two centimetres,
Maxim Tretyakov, CEO of Marvelmind
Robotics, told the Slush audience in Helsinki
during his on-stage pitch.
“You have the stationary beacons installed at
distances of 30 metres,” he explained.
“There is a central controller that controls all
of them and tells them to listen to the mobile
beacon installed on the robot.”
The technology can be used in virtual reality
to track a user’s movements, by installing a
mobile beacon on a VR helmet, Tretyakov
said. It can also be used on delivery robots in
warehouses to send them exactly where they
are needed, and on copters to direct the
shooting of videos, for example.

Various systems are being developed to
overcome the problem of GPS technology
not working indoors, but Marvelmind says
nothing can compete with its technology in
terms of precision and price.
“Bluetooth and WiFi give three-metre precision. The only real precision comes from
ultra-wideband technology, but we are 10
times more precise and 10 times cheaper,”
said Tretyakov. A complete set of beacons
and the controller costs $349.
Marvelmind started developing its technology
in 2013, made its first sales in 2015, and by
the end of last year, had sold $80,000 worth
of technology in 30 countries, says Tretyakov.
The company became a resident of
Skolkovo’s space cluster in 2016, and has
used the territory of the innovation centre to
test and refine its product.
Its customers include corporate giants such
as Lufthansa, which uses the technology to
guide vehicles in its hangars, and Boeing and
Cisco, as well as fellow Skolkovo resident
Promobot, which makes promotional robots.
http://www.marvelmind.com
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ENABLING
THE DISABLED
The Skolkovo Foundation is home to many
startups working on technology to improve
life for disabled people. When a Russian
Cybathlon Federation was set up in 2016 to
develop technology designed to help disabled people, the Skolkovo Foundation and
several of its startups were among the signatories of the founding document.
The Skolkovo Foundation and Russia’s
other development institutes are currently
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working with the ministries of Health, Trade
and Industry, Economy, Labour and Education to form a working group dedicated to
the reform of Russia’s rehabilitation system
through 2030.
“Competition between man and machine is
pointless: it will always end in the victory of
the machine,” says Albert Yefimov, head of
robotics at the Skolkovo Foundation.
“Now the most important task faced by all
of us is to learn how to create technology
that will not help man to compete with machines or robots, but to join forces with
them.”

Skolkovo

EXOATLET
One of Skolkovo’s most high-profile companies doing just that is ExoAtlet, one of a handful
of companies in the world to have developed a
medical exoskeleton: a rehabilitation device
that helps disabled people to walk again. The
exoskeletons enable people who have lost the
use of their legs to stand up, sit down, walk
and go up and down stairs without assistance.
In addition to helping people recover their mobility, regular training in an exoskeleton has
been shown to improve the patient’s muscle
tone and range of other health factors, as well
as their self-confidence and overall wellbeing.
ExoAtlet, which grew out of a joint project between Russia’s Emergency Situations Ministry
and a team of scientists from Moscow State
University, won the first prize at Skolkovo’s
Startup Village in June 2014 and became a
resident of the foundation’s IT cluster soon
afterwards. In 2015, it was awarded a grant of
50 million rubles ($793,000) by the foundation
for the second stage of its development, and
much of the company’s work was done at
Skolkovo’s robotics hackspace – a fully
equipped tech workshop.
The company obtained official certification
from Russia’s Health Ministry in 2016 and
began selling its exoskeletons. Among its first
clients was the Moscow city government,
which bought 20 of the exoskeletons for use in
clinics across the region.
“We’re equipping a lot of clinics all at once, and
that’s possibly the first step to getting exoskeletons into general practice doctors’ surgeries,”
says Ekaterina Bereziy, CEO and co-founder
of ExoAtlet. “Doctors will learn to work with the
exoskeletons, develop a method, and the next
stage is being able to talk about creating a
standard.”
ExoAtlet is also carrying out clinical research
into the use of its exoskeletons to help people
with multiple sclerosis, who may also lose the
ability to walk as their illness progresses.
“ExoAtlet’s Russian-made exoskeleton is one
of the most notable and worthwhile projects of
the Skolkovo Foundation, primarily due to its

team, which is dynamically developing new areas in
which to help patients while building a
hi-tech business,” says Yefimov.
“In my opinion, ExoAtlet’s successes are laying
the foundations of our new industry of assistant
technologies that is both creating jobs for
skilled workers and producing affordable technology to enable people with special needs to
be included in everyday life.”
The pioneering company won the RBC media
group’s award for the Breakthrough of the Year
in 2016 “for developing a product capable of
changing people’s lives for the better.” Its future plans include developing its presence on
foreign markets, and the company is looking
for a co-investor to achieve that goal.
http://www.exoatlet.ru
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Vasily Khlebnikov,
Motorica’s co-founder

MOTORICA
Meanwhile, Motorica, a resident of Skolkovo’s
biomed cluster, is transforming the prosthetics
market in Russia with its brightly coloured
cable operated 3D-printed prosthetic hands
for children. It is also working on a myoelectric
model, the Stradivary, for adults.
The company uses 3D-printed parts, which
are resilient and make the prostheses fast to
produce: on average, it takes just 20 days from
taking the measurements to fitting the prosthesis, according to Motorica. The company adds
extra gadgets into its arms such as MP3 players and video cameras to turn the wearers into
“superheroes.”
“The main reason for this is that a prosthesis
designed in the style of a famous superhero,
cartoon character or simply decorated in an
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“In Russia there isn’t a community, so we decided to create
one, to show people that there
are hi-tech prostheses, that
you can learn how to use
them, that they really are more
effective, that they can really
make a difference to people’s
everyday lives”

unusual way will allow a child to integrate and
socialise far better,” says Motorica, arguing
that cosmetic prosthetic limbs designed not to
stand out are inevitably noticed anyway, and
tend to make other people uncomfortable, resulting in them doing their best to simply ignore
the person wearing them.
Prostheses designed to resemble a cool gadget or something children love also encourage
them to practice wearing and using them, the
company believes.
About 400 children across Russia now have
Motorica prostheses, which are available free
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of charge under the Russian health system.
The company is currently working on its first
myoelectric prosthesis for adults, the Stradivary, which responds to the electrical impulses
sent from the brain to the wearer’s remaining
muscle tissue.
The Stradivary prosthesis will incorporate
smartwatch functions, such as WiFi access
and a touch-screen display, enabling wearers
to access their email

account and social networks. It can also be
used as a remote control for household objects ranging from the kettle to the television,
and its appearance can be customized in accordance with the wearer’s wishes.
In 2016 Motorica was awarded the Made in
Russia prize for science and technology
organised by Snob magazine.
Ahead of the world’s first international Cybathlon – a competition for people using assistive technologies in their everyday lives – in
2016, Motorica organised a Russian cybathlon
with the aim of establishing a community of
Russia’s prosthesis users.

“In Russia there isn’t a community, so we decided to create one, to show people that there
are hi-tech prostheses, that you can learn
how to use them, that they really
are more effective,

that they can really make a difference to people’s everyday lives,” says Vasily Khlebnikov,
Motorica’s co-founder.
“Because sometimes even when people get
these kinds of prostheses, they don’t always
learn how to use them,” he explained, adding
that Motorica also encourages prosthesis
users to contact the company via their website
in order to build up a Russian network.
http://www.motorica.org
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Both Kleiber and Motorica are
founding members of the Russian
Cybathlon Federation, along with
Caterwil, a Novosibirsk-based
company that is in the process of
becoming a Skolkovo resident.
Caterwil makes electric
wheelchairs equipped with caterpillar tracks that enable users to
go up and down stairs in the chair,
as well as tackle curbs and other
obstacles.
Both Caterwil and Motorica, which
along with Kleiber sent teams to
the first international Cybathlon in
Zurich to demonstrate their technology, have been awarded Hope
in Technology prizes by Russia’s
Trade and Industry Ministry in the
category of social projects using
rehabilitation technologies
and devices.

KLEIBER BIONICS
Another Skolkovo resident startup working with
the same community is Kleiber Bionics, which
makes myoelectric arms that respond to the
electrical impulses generated by the wearer’s
remaining muscle tissue. The company, which
was founded in 2016, has designed three
models: Kleiber Solo, a prosthetic wrist; Kleiber
Duo, which includes a movable upper arm;
and Kleiber Trio, which incorporates a shoulder.
Kleiber’s prostheses provide users with tactile
feedback via sensors mounted on the finger
pads of the prosthesis. This makes it possible
for the user to grip objects automatically, without first selecting the grasp pattern, as the fingers adjust to the shape of the object.
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Kleiber Bionics – the only Russian company included in the American Orthotic and Prosthetic
Association – has developed a digital active
electrode, the Kleiber Myo, which is highly responsive, immune to external interference and
protects the patient from the risk of an electric
shock. The signal is processed directly by a
built-in microprocessor, without the need to
transmit it to the outside. The construction
makes it possible to combine an unlimited
number of electrodes into groups to receive
signals from allocated groups of muscles and
to recognise individual movements.
www.kleiberbionics.org
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ORIENSE
IT cluster resident Oriense makes assistive devices for visually impaired people. Combining
computer vision and navigation technology,
the devices are designed to boost self-sufficiency and social adaptation among blind and
visually impaired people by combining three
functions: obstacle avoidance, geo-navigation and image recognition.
Oriense has developed its
product together

with the blind community to ensure it meets
their requirements. The device fulfils a similar
function to a guide dog, notifying wearers of
obstacles, holes, steps and other potential
hazards via stereo sounds. Equipped with
GPS navigation that includes a public transport
mode, it is designed to help blind people to go
where they need to safely. It boasts text, currency and colour recognition, and a voice interface, and its makers say users require just
one hour of training to get the hang of it.
Oriense has already sold 100 test devices in
Eastern Europe and Asia, and is planning on
expanding to the U.S. and EU in 2017.
Founded in St. Petersburg, the company also
has an office in Eindhoven in the Netherlands.
Oriense is a graduate of the iDealMachine
startup accelerator programme and has won
multiple prizes.
http://www.oriense.com
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LIFEHACKS
Other Skolkovo startups have harnessed technology to make
everyday tasks easier, from shopping for clothes
to paying for them.

TEXEL
Texel aims to take the hassle out of shopping for clothes with its 3D body scanner,
which produces accurate 3D images of
people within two minutes that can then be
used in internet shopping to help customers find the perfect fit.
The company, a resident of Skolkovo’s IT
cluster, was besieged by intrigued onlookers at the Slush startup conference in
Helsinki in late 2016, with attendees lining
up to have a 3D image of themselves produced on the spot by the Texel Portal,
which the startup describes as a “portal
into the future.”
In Moscow, where Texel operates from its
premises in the Technopolis Moscow innovative production hub, the company is currently developing its smart fitting room
technology, which promises to take the
pain out of shopping for customers by taking their exact measurements and
matching them up with
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Sergey Klimentyev,
business development
director at Texel:
Putting an animated skeleton into a
3D model of a person and making it
the hero of a game or an animated
3D video has proved
very popular.

clothes to match their taste and budget.
Texel’s Ease body scanners are already
operating in giant shopping malls in
Moscow and Europe. But they are also located at the Etnomir ethnography park in
the Kaluga region, where visitors’ 3D images appear against a range of geographical backdrops, and at other museums and
entertainment centres in countries including the U.S., France, Greece, Austria, Australia, Taiwan and Hong Kong. For while the
smart fitting room sector is still only a
fledgling market, the images

produced by Texel can also be used in animated videos for entertainment purposes,
or to make miniature figurines of people.
Putting an animated skeleton into a 3D
model of a person and making it the hero
of a game or an animated 3D video has
proved very popular,
says Sergey Klimentyev, business development director at Texel. The technology can
be used to make personalized ads, which
are currently in high demand among advertising and marketing agencies.
Texel’s third area of business – the production of 3D figures – is not done by the company itself. Instead it sells franchises for the
use of its technology and equipment. The
company says the payback period for its
3D photo studios is just six months. Figures
of children bought by their parents are especially popular,
says Klimentyev, along with 3D figures of
couples on their wedding day, Christmas
decorations and other novelty gifts.
Texel took part in last year’s Startup Sauna,
a highly competitive accelerator for hi-tech
startups from the Nordics, Eastern Europe
and Russia, and has been included in
RBTH’s Russian Startup Rating of the top
50 companies for two years in a row.
http://www.texel.graphics/ru
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ISTRASOFT
There are more and more programmes for
learning foreign languages nowadays,
from online courses to phone apps. But
most people might not have considered
using a technique based on computer science and physics over grammar and vocabulary. It is precisely this technique,
however, that forms the basis of the language-learning programmes developed
by IstraSoft, a resident company of the
Skolkovo Foundation. And if it sounds like
a fad, think again: IstraSoft’s programmes
have been using voice recognition technology to teach foreign languages for a
quarter of a century, and have proven to
be a tried and tested method.
The project is the brainchild of Emmanuil
Kneller, general director of IstraSoft. At the
collapse of the Soviet Union, Kneller, a scientist with experience in making both software and hardware, turned his focus to
what he calls speech technology.
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“We started doing research into the field of
speech: speech technology, recognition,
and speech and the tongue, from a physical point of view rather than from a linguistic point of view,” he explains.
“We were looking for the parameters of the
voice signal that create the sensation of
the sound of speech. For a computer to
understand, it has to measure the physical
properties of a signal, for example, the
stress in a word – the time on that syllable
is about twice as long as the others.”
Once Kneller and his partners had identified physical parameters, they set about
creating computer programmes for language learning, and IstraSoft was born.
The programmes allow students
to speak into their
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computer’s microphone and then watch
the computer illustrate how their pronunciation differs from that of a native speaker.
“Speech is an acoustic signal consisting of
successive sounds. It’s a melody that has
its own rhythm in each language that is determined by the articulation accepted in
that particular language,” says Kneller.
IstraSoft’s programmes accordingly work
on the principle of first teaching the student
to make the correct sounds, and
then to correctly

pronounce entire words and sentences.
Named after Professor Higgins, the phonetics professor in George Bernard Shaw’s
play “Pymalion,” the programmes promise
to teach students to speak languages –
English, Russian and German – without an
accent.
“A teacher can hear when you are wrong
but can’t always explain how to correct it,”
says Kneller.
“We visualize the sounds. With words, the
programme shows when the rhythm and
sounds – and therefore the articulation – is
wrong. So first you master the sounds,
then the words.”

Exactly the same principle and technology
has been used by IstraSoft to produce a
programme to help deaf people learn to
speak.
IstraSoft's language programmes can be
used in conjunction with lessons, or as selfcontained courses, says the company, a
resident of the Skolkovo Foundation’s IT
cluster since 2011.
The programmes have been used in
40,000 Russian schools since 2002, and at
Russian universities to teach foreign students Russian.
The speech recognition system does not
require an internet connection in order to
work, and that is the company’s innovative
strength, says Olga Avryasova, a project
manager specializing in robotics within
Skolkovo’s IT cluster.
“Nearly all other voice recognition technology requires internet access, and that’s a
huge disadvantage,” she says.
“With Istrasoft, all the data is included ‘on
board’ the programmes, and that’s really
great. It’s a solution that looks set to be really in demand.”
http://www.istrasoft.ru
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CARDBERRY
There are few stores nowadays that don’t
offer store cards that entitle the holder to discounts or other perks. This results in people
carrying around a cumbersome wad of loyalty
and membership cards, many of which they
very rarely use. Cardberry’s solution is one
smart electronic card that stores that data
from all those plastic cards and is used in
conjunction with a smartphone.
The card’s magnetic stripe can emulate
ata from any swipe code, while barcodes
can be transmitted via LED on the card’s face
or displayed on the phone’s screen, enabling
Cardberry to work with all barcode scanners.
The electronic card doesn’t require an internet connection, and communicates with the
Cardberry app via Bluetooth. It can be safely
carried next to keys, smartphones and other
magnetic cards.
The company, which was founded in 2013,
has representative offices in the U.S. and Singapore, as well as in Russia. More than
15,000 discount cards have been uploaded
to its app, and the cards are already in use in
more than 20 countries.
http://www.cardberry.com/en
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COMFORTWAY
This resident startup of Skolkovo’s IT cluster
has produced a SIM card that allows travellers to make use of the best local mobile internet deal available, wherever they might be.
The CwSim card shows users a list of available mobile internet packages and allows
them to select the deal that best suits their
needs without the need to buy a local SIM
card.
ComfortWay currently has agreements with
more than 40 mobile operators active in more
than 130 countries.
"Our focal aim is to give clients the opportunity to stay connected in any country without
roaming charges through the products of our
partners: mobile virtual network operators,”
says Oleg Pravdin, ComfortWay’s CEO.
The SIM card can also be used in other mobile devices with a SIM slot, such as tablets.
Users can browse and select available telecom packages via a mobile app used in conjunction with the CwSim, which can be
bought via ComfortWay’s website for 990
rubles ($15).
The CwSim uses Remote SIM Provisioning,
which makes it possible to remotely connect
a device to a mobile network without physically changing the SIM card. The technology
was released in 2016 by GSMA, the largest
mobile association.
“ComfortWay’s technology is a unique innovative product that offers both business trav-

ellers and tourists a new level of freedom,”
says Igor Bogachev, a vice president of
Skolkovo and the head of its IT cluster.
“Paying local prices for mobile services will
enable users to make significant savings
when travelling and allow them to use highquality mobile internet wherever they are in
the world.”
The app is available in Russian and English,
and the company plans to add more languages in the future, as it intends to sell the
card in other countries. ComfortWay says it
already has agreements with sales agents
from the U.S., Japan, Poland and Brazil.
The CwSim can also be used when travelling
within Russia, where roaming charges are
imposed on mobile phone users when travelling outside their home region. Users can
even use it to improve the quality of their connection in certain locations within their home
region.
The Moscow-based company, which also
has an office in Prague, became a Skolkovo
resident in 2016, and shortly afterwards
raised 6 million euros from a pool of European telecom companies and private investors. In 2014, it was named Startup of the
Year in the Global Startup nomination by the
Higher School of Economics, a research university in Moscow.
http://www.comfortway.com
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CONTACTS
GENERAL CONTACTS
Foundation for the Development
of the Centre for the Elaboration
and Commercialisation of New
Technologies non-profit organisation.

Phone: +7 (495) 956 00 33,
+7 (495) 967-01-48
Fax:

+7 (495) 739 53 06,
+7 (495) 967-01-96

Legal address:
4 Lugovaya Ulitsa,
Skolkovo Innovation Centre,
Mozhaisky district, Moscow, 143026
E-mail for incoming correspondence:
SKFoundation@sk.ru

www.sk.ru
sk_en
fondskolkovo
skolkovo-foundation
#Skolkovo

This booklet was prepared using the materials
of the Skolkovo Foundation and the website
www.sk.ru.
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